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Location and extent of the subducted Chile Ridge from1

Rayleigh wave phase velocities2

Simon Lloyd1,3, Suzan van der Lee1, and Ray Russo2

We cross-correlate fundamental mode Rayleigh waves3

recorded at different seismic stations of the Chile Ridge4

Subduction Project in southern Chile in order to ob-5

tain the relative propagation time to each station. Us-6

ing these relative times we image the wave front as it7

passes through the array and observe effects of lateral8

heterogeneity both inside and outside the array region.9

Previously performed body wave tomography imaged a10

low-velocity slab window at the expected location of the11

subducted Chile Ridge. We subdivide the stations into12

different groups and infer Rayleigh wave phase velocities13

at different periods for each group. The resulting disper-14

sion curves are then inverted for S -velocity depth profiles,15

to constrain the vertical extent of the slab window. We16

find evidence for the top of the slab window to lie at 5017

km depth. Resolution tests with synthetic data suggest18

the bottom of the slab window lies at 150 km depth.19

1. Introduction

At the triple junction between the Nazca, South Amer-20

ican, and Antarctic plates the Chile ridge is being sub-21

ducted beneath South America [Cande and Leslie, 1987;22

Breitsprecher and Thorkelson, 2009]. Because the Nazca23

and Antarctic plates have a diverging component in their24

relative plate motion, the subducted spreading center25

widens with distance from the trench. Once subducted26

no new lithosphere is formed, but the trailing edge of27

the Antarctic plate separates progressively at ∼5 cm/yr28

from the leading edge of the Nazca plate, opening a slab29

window. Such a window allows asthenospheric mantle to30

flow between the two slabs, effecting mantle chemistry31

and thermal regime, seismic velocities and anisotropy as32

well as surface geology [Russo et al., 2010]. We use sur-33

face wave dispersion recorded at the seismometers of the34

Chile Ridge Subduction Project (CRSP) to seismically35

constrain the slab window.36

Typically, one or two station methods have been used37

to calculate the average phase velocity along the surface38

wave propagation path. With the emergence of densely39

spaced seismic arrays, methods involving multiple sta-40

tions have been successfully employed e.g. in southern41

Germany [Friedrich, 1998], northern California [Pollitz ,42

1999], in the oceanic MELT array [Forsyth and Li , 2005],43
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and more recently in the western United States using the44

EarthScope array [Lin et al., 2009]. Unlike single path45

methods, the array methods account for off-great cir-46

cle wave paths and the resulting non–planar wave fronts47

[Friederich et al., 1998], thus eliminating a potential bias48

when calculating S-velocities.49

The CRSP stations also form an array, consisting of 3950

Broadband seismic stations deployed to investigate seis-51

mic structure of the subducting Chile Ridge. Using body52

waves, an asthenosphere-filled gap was tomographically53

imaged and mantle flow direction was inferred from shear54

wave splitting [Russo et al., 2010]. Using Rayleigh wave55

forms, we investigate regional velocity structure depths56

and depth extent of the slab window. Owing to the small57

inter-station distance within the CRSP array, we can im-58

age Rayleigh wave fronts as they pass through the array59

and infer S-velocity structure from the shape of these60

wave fronts [e.g. Wielandt , 1993]. The wave fronts (or61

phase fronts) are obtained from cross correlating the wave62

forms and then contouring the relative travel times to dif-63

ferent stations. Interpolation of these travel times on a64

regular grid and calculation of the spatial gradient pro-65

vides a direct measurement of phase slowness and thus ve-66

locity [Lin et al., 2009]. However, since the CRSP array is67

substantially smaller than the EarthScope transportable68

array used by Lin et al. [2009] and because we posses a69

priori knowledge of the slab window location from Russo70

et al. [2010], we propose a different method, which is to71

calculate average phase velocities directly from the rela-72

tive travel times for selected groups of stations within a73

particular region, without prior interpolation.74

2. Method

We make use of the fact that because CRSP intersta-75

tion distances are small, the recorded seismograms are76

similar from station to station. Our goal is to determine77

the relative travel times of incoming Rayleigh waves by78

cross-correlating seismograms recorded at different sta-79

tions. We then use these times to image the Rayleigh80

wave front as it passes through the array and to investi-81

gate the velocity structure in the upper mantle.82

We use only the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave be-83

cause it can be cleanly isolated from other modes and84

phases. We prepare the data by removing higher mode85

Rayleigh waves and noise using phase matched filtering86

[e.g. Herrin and Goforth, 1977]. We apply a Gaussian87

filter centered at a range of periods (20 – 80 s) and cross-88

correlate all seismograms with each other. The optimum89

relative travel times for all stations are determined in a90

least squares procedure analogous to that of VanDecar91

and Crosson [1990]. The station at which the wave front92

arrives first is assigned a time of 0 s, and all other times93

for that event are relative to the time at that station.94

Plotting these values on a map and contouring them rep-95

resents snapshots of the Rayleigh wave front as it passes96

through the array (Fig. 1). The shapes of these con-97

tours are indicative of phase velocity perturbations both98

inside and outside of the array, and the slope of the con-99

tours is essentially the inverse phase velocity inside the100

array region. However, the average phase velocity for101

the array region is easily obtained directly from the rela-102

tive arrival times. We calculate it first assuming the wave103

front is always perpendicular to the great circle path con-104

necting the stations with the earthquake source location.105

As we find that assumption is typically not correct we106

then compute best fitting off great circle paths for the107
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incoming waves for our phase velocity calculation. This108

compensates for effects on the arrival time that occurred109

outside the array region. These calculations can be per-110

formed with an arbitrary number of stations greater than111

four. We therefore split the stations into different groups.112

First, we group them by dividing the stations using lines113

of constant latitude and longitude, to obtain independent114

estimates of phase velocities, and then we use a priori115

knowledge to select stations for two groups depending on116

whether they sit on top of the slab or the window as out-117

lined by body waves [Russo et al., 2010, Fig. 3]. Finally,118

we obtain phase velocities for the different periods in the119

two regions (i.e. dispersion curves) which we then invert120

for S-velocity depth profiles (β(z)).121

3. Wave fronts

After determining relative arrival times of the Rayleigh122

waves from cross-correlating the seismograms, we inter-123

polate the times on to a regular grid and plot contours124

every 10 seconds. The number of stations we use varies125

for each event and period, depending on the total num-126

ber of active stations and the quality of the signal at a127

particular period. Fig. 1 shows how the Rayleigh wave128

front of a teleseismic event located off the western margin129

of Mexico propagates through the array. In this exam-130

ple, the shape of the wave front appears relatively pla-131

nar. Inferring seismic structure beneath the array from132

the shape of the contours (i.e. bending of the otherwise133

planar contours due to lateral heterogeneity) directly is134

therefore difficult. We can, however, observe effects due135

to lateral heterogeneity outside the array region before136

the wave front reaches the array; for events such as the137

one shown, with wave fronts arriving roughly perpendic-138

ular to the western margin of South America, the wave139

fronts are generally not perpendicular the the great cir-140

cle path connecting each station with the epicenter. At141

longer periods the effect becomes negligible, and thus we142

attribute it to the crust and mantle just below the crust,143

as shorter periods (20-35 s) are more sensitive to struc-144

ture at these depths. The wave front arrives earlier at145

western stations than eastern ones, most likely due to the146

differences between the oceanic lithosphere of the Nazca147

plate to the west and the continental South American148

plate in the east. Because of the thinner crust in oceanic149

lithosphere compared to continental lithosphere, surface150

waves traveling through oceans are sensitive to a larger151

portion of the mantle just beneath the crust. This in-152

creases their velocities relative to continental lithosphere153

and explains our observation in Fig. 1. While important,154

the nature of these observations is qualitative only. To155

infer seismic structure beneath the array, we base our cal-156

culations on the measured arrival times directly, without157

interpolating them on to a grid first.158

4. S-velocity structure beneath the CRSP
array

We first estimate the average Rayleigh wave phase ve-159

locity over the entire array region. We define a rela-160

tive distance as the distance along the great circle path161

connecting the earthquake epicenter with the receivers162

minus the epicentral distance of the station nearest to163

the epicenter. Using the relative travel times from the164

cross-correlation together with the relative distances, we165

calculate an average Rayleigh wave phase velocity for the166

entire array region. Multiplying the best fitting velocity167
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with the relative great circle travel distance gives us a168

calculated (relative) travel time, which we compare with169

the observed travel time. Typically the calculated travel170

time does not match the observed travel time very well171

(Fig. 2a). This could be due to heterogeneity within172

the array or perhaps the relative distances are incorrect.173

The Rayleigh waves typically do not arrive exactly along174

the great circle and their wave fronts may be deformed175

by structure outside the array. Thus the actual relative176

distances are indeed not the ones used above and need to177

be calculated more carefully. Our focus is on the velocity178

structure within the array, which is why we compensate179

for the off great circle paths by allowing the earthquake180

source to move (in both space and time) when calculating181

average phase velocity. It is not actually possible to re-182

locate the earthquake hypocenter using the long-traveled183

long period Rayleigh waves at our disposal. However, we184

can estimate the effects of source misslocation using an185

objective function186

e =

N∑
i=1

s∆i(λ0, θ0) − s∆1(λ0, θ0) − δti, (1)

to account for effects of structure outside the CRSP187

array on the observed wave fronts. ∆i is the great circle188

distance from the ith station to a hypothetical source (λ0,189

θ0), s is slowness (inverse of Rayleigh phase velocity), and190

N is the number of stations. Note that i = 1 is defined191

to be the station with 0 sec observed relative travel time.192

We solve this equation numerically using the Levenberg–193

Marquardt algorithm [Marquardt , 1963] to obtain a re-194

fined estimate on average Rayleigh wave phase velocity195

in the array region. The hypothetical new source which196

is also obtained simply compensates for path effects out-197

side the array. We compare the inferred travel time with198

our observations, and find that the new method yields199

a better fit (Fig 2b). This improvement indicates that200

the poor match in Fig. 2a is primarily due to lateral201

heterogeneity affecting the incoming wave front before it202

reaches the CRSP array.203

In order to compare different sub-regions within the204

array, we first split the stations into two groups along205

the 73◦W meridian. At longer periods (e.g. 60 seconds),206

we find a negligible difference in velocity between the east207

and the west. However, at shorter periods such as ∼30208

seconds we obtain slower velocities in the eastern, more209

continental section of the array compared to the west,210

which is more oceanic (Fig. 3a, b). The phase velocity211

sensitivity of a 30 second period Rayleigh wave to shear212

velocity structure is greatest in the crust and sub-Moho213

mantle. It is therefore likely that the velocity difference214

is due to a shallower Moho on the western side of the215

Andean crustal root. This also explains the bending of216

the wave fronts at these periods as they traverse the array217

(Fig. 1).218

The lateral extent of the slab window has been imaged219

by body waves [Russo et al., 2010]. Here, we provide220

depth constraints on the window using Rayleigh waves.221

We divide the stations into two groups: one with stations222

beneath which there is slab according to the body wave223

tomography; the other group contains stations above the224

window. For both groups we invert the relative travel225

times by minimizing the objective function (1). We do226

this for several events and get estimates of phase velocity227

in the two regions. At a period of 60 seconds we consis-228

tently observe lower velocities in the slab window (Fig.229
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3c, d). Performing this analysis for several periods we230

obtain phase velocity dispersion curves for the two sta-231

tion groups (Fig. 4a). We invert the dispersion curves for232

S-velocity depth profiles using the 1D background model233

CR35, which we derive from the model MC35 [Van der234

Lee and Nolet , 1997] by adjusting P - and S-velocities235

so that the calculated Rayleigh wave phase velocities lie236

between measured phase velocities of slab and window.237

CR35 is then used to calculate group velocity sensitivity238

to S-velocity perturbations (∆β(z)), which allows obtain-239

ing S-velocity profiles by inverting a linear system. The240

profiles for velocity structure beneath the two regions are241

similar in the crust and down to 50 km depth in the man-242

tle (Fig. 4b). They then diverge with increasing depth243

until a maximum difference between them is reached at244

70-100 km, after which they gradually start converging245

again until they become identical below about 250 km246

(Fig 4c).247

Examining sensitivity kernels of fundamental mode248

Rayleigh waves at the periods used in this study, we ex-249

pect good resolution down to at least 100 km depth. We250

interpret velocity divergence in the two models begin-251

ning at 50 km depth as the bottom of the lithosphere252

of the overriding South American plate and the top of253

the subducting slab and asthenosphere filled slab win-254

dow, respectively. Conversely, at depths greater than 150255

km the resolving power of fundamental mode Rayleigh256

waves diminishes and introduces ambiguity in the likely257

location of the bottom of slab window region. There is258

no clear similarly rapid increase or decrease in velocity259

as observed at 50 km depth. We investigate the resolv-260

ing power of our data using different hypothetical slab261

windows (i.e. pairs of models for slab or slab window re-262

gions). Fig. 5. shows 3 hypothetical slab windows, which263

all have the top at 50 km depth but end at increasing264

depths. We calculate phase velocities for these models265

and invert them analogously to the observed phase ve-266

locities and compare the resulting retrieved S-velocity267

models with the respective input models, as well as the268

measured S-velocity model difference (Fig. 4c). We find269

that the observed velocity difference can be matched well270

using a simple box model ranging from 50 km to 150 km271

(Fig. 5b). Decreasing (Fig. 5a) or increasing (Fig. 5c)272

the depth extent of the slab window changes the shape of273

our retrieved model. If the slab window depth extent is274

small we retrieve velocity differences which are too high275

at shallow depths and too low at greater depths, and if276

the depth extent is too large, we find the converse. Thus,277

we may infer that the true depth extent of the slab is sim-278

ilar to the hypothetical model in Fig. 5b, which places279

the top at the strongest velocity difference jump and the280

bottom at the depth where the difference becomes less281

than 50% of the maximum amplitude, i.e. roughly 150282

km.283

5. Conclusions

Small distances between the stations in the CRSP ar-284

ray result in recorded surface waves that are relatively285

similar at all stations. We cross-correlate the wave forms286

and determine relative travel times to different stations.287

Fitting wave fronts to these travel times shows how the288

array region is traversed and illustrates the effects of lat-289

eral heterogeneity both inside and outside the array re-290

gion. Experimentation reveals that the strongest hetero-291

geneity recorded by the Rayleigh waves is indeed related292

to the contrast between the region of the slab window293
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and the region without.294

We refine our definition of the slab window region us-295

ing results from body wave tomography [Russo et al.,296

2010] to divide the array in two groups. For each group297

we determine Rayleigh wave phase velocities at differ-298

ent periods ranging from 25 to 80 seconds to obtain a299

dispersion curve, which we invert for S -velocity depth300

profiles. The differences between the two profiles high-301

light the vertical extent of the slab window. The window302

affects S -velocity starting beneath the thin lithosphere303

of the overriding plate at 50 km depth, with a peak in304

sensitivity at ∼130 km depth. After that it tapers off,305

reduced by about two thirds at 200 km. The top of the306

slab window is constrained by a strong change in veloc-307

ity difference between slab and slab window regions. No308

such change is seen for the bottom of the slab window.309

In order to determine the bottom of the slab window310

we perform resolution tests with synthetic models, which311

suggest it lies near 150 km depth.312
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Figure 1. 10 second interval contour lines after interpo-
lating relative arrival times of Rayleigh waves at selected
CRSP stations. Small non-planar features indicate lat-
eral inhomogeneity within the array region. The coun-
tour lines are non-perpendicular to the great circle paths
connecting stations and event, caused by inhomogeneity
outside the array region.
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a) b)

c c

Figure 2. a) Using the measured relative arrival times
together with the relative great circle distance we calcu-
late average Rayleigh wave phase velocity for the array
region. The resulting model inadequately predicts ob-
served delay due to the real wave paths entering the array
at angles that are different from the great circle paths.
b) Correcting for off great circle paths yields a superior
model.
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Figure 3. a) We divide the array in two subregions,
West and East, and compare average Rayleigh wave
phase velocities at 30 s period. The velocities in the W
are higher than in the E, which we attribute to differences
in oceanic vs continental lithosphere. b) Same as (a), but
with a reduced distance to display the different velocities
more clearly. c) Dividing the array into to groups using
a priori knowledge of the slab window location we find
slower phase velocities at 60 s period in the slab window
region. d) same as (c), but with reduced distance.
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Figure 4. a) Measured Rayleigh wave phase velocities
for the two station groups (slab or slab window). The
solid line is the calculated phase velocity of the back-
ground model CR35. b) Inverted S-velocity depth pro-
files of the two regions. c) Difference between the velocity
profiles of the slab and slab window regions.
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Figure 5. Resolution test with synthetic input models
with slabs of different depth extents to calculate phase
velocities for inversion. The gray line is the measured
difference (Fig. 4c), the dotted line is our input model
and the solid line is the recovered model after inverting
the synthetic data.


